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They’re not your grandmother's wallpaper borders. More like your grandmother's grandmother's wallpaper borders—
with some decidedly fresh twists.

Celebrated wallcoverings brand Fine & Dandy Co. has always drawn inspiration from the past. Their extensive line includes 
quirky takes on Victorian, Art Deco and historically inspired designs. Think: skull- studded damasks, cannabis botanicals, 
and trippy toiles. Now, their new collection of wallpaper borders allows design fans to add whimsy to their walls at a fraction 
of the cost of traditional wallpaper, and with far less commitment.

"We all know what a gorgeous statement necklace can do. Why not apply that idea to walls?" notes Jill Steinberg, interior 
designer and Chief Operating Officer of F&D Co. But while wall decals have been popular for years, wallpaper borders have 
retained their association with '70s kitchens and certain '90s DIY design shows. Not anymore. F&D Co.’s 13 borders in 6 
colourways can be mixed and matched, layered up—even applied to ceilings or stair risers—and paired with painted walls or 
other F&D Co. wallcoverings.

Originally used to hide unsightly tacks, borders emerged in the late 18th century as a way to alter a room's visual 
proportions. Now, F&D Co. borders can lend grandeur and character to new builds, boxy condos or basic apartments. "It's 
a way for everyone, even renters, to get a big decorating payoff with very low stakes. The borders are affordable and easy to 
install for novice DIYers, and the thick, durable substrate makes removal much simpler,” according to F&D Co. Chief 
Creative Officer Shelley Weinreb.

Another modern update? Shoppers can browse the looks easily at fineanddandycompany.com, or get inspiration on 
Instagram at @fineanddandyco where the brand posts “fantasy renos” of charming old homes adorned with their borders 

and wallcoverings.

ABOUT FINE & DANDY CO.
Launched in 2018, the commercial grade and custom-designed wallcoverings brand is the brainchild of three seasoned 
professionals with erstwhile careers in creative and art direction, interior design and set styling. Paying homage to 
Victorian, Art Deco, Art Nouveau, Post- Modern, Gothic and Modern Art genres, Fine & Dandy Co. tips its hat to classic, 
timeless design, and re-imagines it. It has been featured in leading design publications such as House & Home, Toronto 
Life, Origin and Interior Design Magazine.
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